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Abstract—Efforts to improve diversity in computing have
mostly focused on K-12 and university student populations, so
there is a lack of research on how to provide these benefits to
adults who are not in school. To address this knowledge gap, we
present a case study of how a nine-member team of end-user
programmers designed an educational program to bring jobrelevant computing skills to adult populations that have traditionally not been reached by existing efforts. This team conceived,
implemented, and delivered Cloud Based Data Science (CBDS), a
data science course designed for adults in their local community
in historically marginalized groups that are underrepresented
in computing fields. Notably, nobody on the course development
team was a full-time educator or software engineer. To reduce the
amount of time and cost required to launch their program, they
repurposed end-user programming skills and tools from their
professions, such as data-analytic programming and reproducible
scientific research workflows. This case study demonstrates how
the spirit of end-user programming can be a vehicle to drive
social change through grassroots efforts.
Index Terms—diversity in computing, end-user programming,
data science

I. I NTRODUCTION
A widely-acknowledged deficit in computing fields is the
lack of historically underrepresented groups on teams that
build software and make engineering decisions [1], [2]. This
deficit of perspectives is especially impactful considering how
algorithmic-driven decision-making has become a fundamental
part of modern life. Algorithms determine who is approved
for bank loans [3], which job applications are considered for
job openings [4], and what plan of care certain patients end up
receiving [5]. Data-driven systems have also re-enforced racial
biases [2] and denied essential social services to members of
historically marginalized groups [6]. The reasons for these
failings are multifaceted, but they are compounded when
contributions from the people who would be most affected
are excluded from the system design process [2], [6].
In recent years both researchers and community organizations have addressed these issues by diversifying the population of students who choose to study computing. For instance,
academic projects such as Storytelling Alice [7], Scratch [8],
and App Inventor [9] have fostered more inclusive program978-1-7281-0810-0/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE

ming communities at the K-12 level, especially in middle and
high schools. Nonprofits such as Code2040 [10], Girls Who
Code [11], and Black Girls Code [12] strive to improve both
gender and racial diversity amongst K-12 students interested
in computing. At the university level, research-backed curricula such as media computation [13] and diverse paths into
computing [14], [15] have made advances in the proportion of
computing majors from underrepresented groups. In addition,
college scholarships and mentoring programs have helped
retain such students as they advance through school. However,
the majority of such efforts target K-12 and university students,
so there is a lack of knowledge about how to provide these
benefits to adults who are not in school.
To address this gap, this paper presents a case study of
a team of academic research scientists who partnered with
a local community organization to teach data science to
adults living in a high-poverty area of a large U.S. city.
The typical student in this program is an adult member of
an underrepresented and marginalized group who did not
complete high school; they may have grown up in foster care
or may have experienced extended periods of unemployment
or homelessness. The program’s goal is to equip these adults
with basic data science skills required to get entry-level jobs
doing tasks such as spreadsheet data entry, data cleaning,
wrangling, and validation. These types of data-oriented jobs
offer an on-ramp into computing careers while being more
within their reach than full-time software developer positions,
which require much more extensive training.
To implement this grassroots initiative on a short time
frame with a small budget, the team had to perform enduser programming [16] to repurpose existing tools from their
research workflows and to create new ad-hoc tools to support
course development. Specifically, they developed text-based
programmatic workflows based on R Markdown computational notebooks [17] that they use in their research lab.
Our study is the first, to our knowledge, to analyze how
a team of end-user programmers (i.e., academic research
scientists) applied the philosophy of end-user programming
(i.e., repurposing/building software tools for personal use) to
diversify end-user programming (i.e., data science) education

to reach traditionally underrepresented groups. While this
paper reports a single case study, we believe its findings
have generalizable research value to the field of end-user
programming. Specifically, it advances the idea that end-user
programming can be a vehicle for positive social change by
enabling a small team of non-specialists to repurpose software
tools to serve their user population quickly and at low cost.
This paper makes the following contributions:
• Findings from a case study of a nine-member research
lab on how they performed end-user programming to
repurpose tools from their research to foster education.
• Implications for end-user programming research and
practice, especially related to social good, diversity in
computing, and broadening educational opportunities.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Our study extends and brings together prior work in two
main areas: end-user programming and diversity in computing.
A. End-User Programming
End-user programming is commonly defined as the act of
programming as a means to personal ends rather than for
producing software artifacts for widespread public use [16],
[18], [19]. This definition encompasses a wide variety of
personas, ranging from professional software engineers writing
throwaway prototype code to teachers writing spreadsheet
macros to track grades. (Many prefer to use the term “end-user
programming” to focus on the activity [16], but for notational
simplicity we will use “end-user programmer” to refer to
people who frequently perform end-user programming.)
In this paper we study academic research scientists who
perform end-user programming by writing code in the R language. Prior work has studied how scientists code for their research in a range of settings, including high-performance computing [20] and across the physical and social sciences [21]–
[23]. In recent years, groups have studied how researchers use
Jupyter notebooks [24]–[26] in their end-user programming
workflows. However, whereas prior work has focused on
scientists writing code to support their own research, our study
is unique in showing how they repurpose those skills to create
an ad-hoc educational platform outside of their core research.
Besides being end-user programmers, our study participants
are also creating an educational initiative to train future
end-user programmers: data scientists who use code as a
means to produce data-driven insights. Longstanding efforts
such as Software Carpentry [27] and Data Carpentry [28]
have trained data scientists in academia through volunteer-run
university workshops. We have previously surveyed a broad
range of data science teaching programs across universities,
coding bootcamps, and industry settings [29]. While many of
these efforts strive to provide an inclusive and welcoming
environment, they still mainly target graduate students and
working professionals who often already have advanced degrees. In contrast, the team that we study is working with
a local community organization to provide free data science
training to adults in underrepresented groups who often did

not even finish high school. We know of no prior academic
research on end-user programming education being extended
to underserved populations like the one that we study.
B. Diversity in Computing
Diversity in computing has been a longstanding interest
in computing education research, and it is also this year’s
VL/HCC special emphasis topic [30]. To our knowledge, the
majority of efforts around this topic have been for students in
K-12 and university settings. In contrast, we study a program
to teach computing to adults who are not in school settings.
At the K-12 level (elementary, middle, and high schools),
researchers have developed domain-specific programming environments to broaden interest in computing amongst traditionally underrepresented groups. For instance, Storytelling
Alice [7] focused on engaging female middle school students,
and Scratch [8] was deployed to after-school programs to
foster computing interest amongst low-income African American and Latinx youths from 8 to 18 years old [31]. Beyond
programming, the Glitch Game Tester project [32]–[34] hired
African American high school students as game testers, which
sparked their interest in computing careers. Project Rise Up 4
CS [35] used in-person mentorship and financial incentives to
encourage African American high school students to succeed
on the annual AP Computer Science exam.
At the university level, research-based diversity initiatives
have focused on two fronts: curriculum design and activities inside the classroom. On the curricular front, alternative
pathways into computer science [14], more flexible threads of
courses for different interests [15], and service learning opportunities [36] have improved diversity in computing majors.
Within the classroom, pair programming, peer instruction [37],
[38], and media computation activities [13], [39] have improved retention for students from underrepresented groups.
In contrast to K-12 and university initiatives, we study the
development of a free computing education program targeted
at adults who do not have access to formal schooling. Prior
research on adult learning of computing has studied how
working adults take online courses [40], how older adults
over 60 years old [41] learn to code on their own, and how
end-user programmers learn to code on the job [42]–[44].
However, these adults often already have higher education
and plentiful access to technology. Despite these differences in
learner demographics, the educational program that we study
addresses some of the same challenges of adult education that
prior work found, most notably lack of time given other life
responsibilities and feelings of isolation due to lack of inperson support. Finally, our study is unique in showing how a
team attempted to address diversity in computing by using the
tools of end-user programming at their disposal to develop an
adult data science education program.
III. M ETHODS
We performed a case study of the development process
of Cloud Based Data Science (CBDS), a free online course
described in Table I. The goal of CBDS is to teach basic

data science skills using spreadsheets and the R language in
order to prepare students to obtain jobs as entry-level data
scientists. In essence, it is training students to become enduser programmers who write code as a means to an end to
clean data and produce analysis outputs.
For this case study we interviewed everyone involved in
creating CBDS: eight research scientists at a large U.S. university and the project’s program administrator, who was a
research administrator in their lab. None of the nine team
members’ full-time jobs were to create educational programs
or to write software; CBDS was a voluntary effort. The first
author conducted all interviews (each lasting 45 to 60 minutes)
using video conferencing software.
The interviews were semi-structured with questions focusing on the motivations each team member had for working on
this project, their use and development of software tools during
the project, and how these tools affected their interactions with
other team members. Interview questions included:
• How did you first get involved in CBDS?
• What was your role in developing CBDS?
• What existing tools have you used for educational content
development?
• What was your level of expertise with these particular
tools before CBDS? (if they mentioned specific tools)
• Did you have to build any of your own software tools to
develop CBDS? If so, which ones?
• How were development tasks distributed throughout the
team?
• How did you coordinate work between team members?
The first author took notes and recorded verbatim quotations
during every interview. After all interviews completed, the
research team (two members) iteratively categorized them into
major themes using an inductive analysis approach [45].
A. Study Design Limitations
This project was a case study of a specific team of academics at a U.S. university who attempted to develop a
nontraditional educational program. Thus, we do not have
large-scale replicable data and cannot claim that the CBDS
team’s experiences generalize to other related efforts. Also,
we are relying solely on interviews and did not perform an
ethnography to observe the team when CBDS was first being
developed. Note that CBDS is still under active development,
so many of the details are fresh on participants’ minds.
Since CBDS is still in its early stages, having enrolled only
around a dozen students so far, it is too early to tell the longterm outcomes of this program in terms of sustainability and
impacts on its alumni. We also did not have direct access to
the students and thus cannot report on their experiences. This
study focuses solely on the CBDS development team.
IV. CBDS G OALS : D IVERSIFY E ND -U SER P ROGRAMMING
We report our case study’s findings by first detailing the
goals of CBDS and the motivations of its volunteer development team. Then we describe their end-user programming
activities throughout project development.

Module
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Subject
Introduction to the CBDS Program
How to use Your Chromebook Laptop
How to use Web Applications
Organizing a Data Science Project
The Command-Line and Version Control
R Programming
Data Wrangling
Data Visualization
Connecting to Data Sources
Data Analysis
Communicating Analysis Results
Getting a Data Science Job

TABLE I
C URRICULUM OF THE CBDS (C LOUD BASED DATA S CIENCE ) COURSE .

Table I shows the curriculum of CBDS, a self-paced online
course that anyone can take for free. However, being free
and online is nowhere near sufficient for ensuring that it
is accessible to many members of underrepresented groups.
Over the past decade of research into MOOCs (Massive Open
Online Courses), a widely-acknowledged finding is the notable
lack of diversity in who takes and benefits from them: MOOC
students are mostly white or Asian males with at least collegeor graduate-level degrees [46]–[48].
Interview participants P1 and P3 saw this lack of diversity
firsthand since they had prior experience creating data science
MOOCs. P1 explained his motivation for starting CBDS:
“Why aren’t certain groups of people using our existing
MOOCs? Maybe they didn’t have access to hardware, they
lacked prerequisite knowledge, or they were just unaware
that data science was a thing.” P4 mentioned that existing
courses assume prior educational experiences that exclude
people without access to such opportunities: “The problem
with data science programs is that the material is pretty advanced. They’re geared towards master’s students.” The CBDS
team believed that with a more accessible curriculum and
personalized teaching approach, they could bring data science
to a group that has not traditionally been reached by MOOCs.
Specifically, P1’s goal was to target students with a 10th-grade
level of math literacy. The team also augmented CBDS with
in-person support to help members of underrepresented groups
enroll, remain in, and successfully complete the course.
First they worked with a local community organization
to recruit potential students. To reach its target audience,
the CBDS team partnered with the Historic East Baltimore
Community Action Coalition (HEBCAC) [49], a nonprofit that
specifically serves the historically disenfranchised low-income
neighborhoods surrounding the university where the team
works. HEBCAC serves a community where many residents
did not complete high school, grew up in foster care, or
experienced extended periods of joblessness or homelessness.
HEBCAC steps in to help them complete their GED diploma
(the equivalent of a U.S. high school degree), place them in
jobs, or help them arrange further educational opportunities
such as community college. The majority of people served by
HEBCAC are African American, Hispanic, and Latinx adults.
HEBCAC was a critical bridge between potential students and
the CBDS team. Otherwise these students would not likely

ID

Gender Field

Job Title

End-User Programming Experience

Created Course Content?

In-Person Tutor?

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9

M
F
M
M
F
F
F
M
F

Research Lab P.I.
Postdoc
Research Scientist
Research Scientist
Research Scientist
Ph.D. Student
Administrative Staff
Postdoc
Ph.D. Student

> 5 years
1 − 5 years
> 5 years
> 5 years
> 5 years
1 − 5 years
none
< 1 year
< 1 year

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No

Biostatistics
Genetics
Biostatistics
Biostatistics
Biostatistics
Biostatistics
Liberal Arts
Economics
Genetics

TABLE II
BACKGROUNDS OF THE NINE MEMBERS OF THE CBDS TEAM THAT WE INTERVIEWED , ALONG WITH THEIR PRIOR END - USER PROGRAMMING
EXPERIENCE AND WHETHER THEY CREATED COURSE CONTENT OR SERVED AS IN - PERSON TUTORS .

know about the existence of data science as a career path that
could be within their reach.
Once students enroll, they are given a free Chromebook
laptop (detailed in Section VI-A) and the opportunity to meet
in-person with volunteer tutors twice per week during 90minute office hours; P2, P7, and P8 served as tutors. Students
can also ask online questions to course staff in a private
Slack chat channel. Finally, to encourage retention in the
program, students are paid a modest stipend for successfully
completing each module in Table I; this stipend is designed to
be comparable to the wage they would earn from working in
the kinds of jobs that HEBCAC normally helps them obtain.
Once students finish the course, the CBDS team and HEBCAC work with them to do resume and interview preparation
and to refer them to entry-level data science jobs in the area.

HEBCAC, so she was very motivated to see people from her
community succeed in this program: “My personal excitement
about joining in the first place was to help my people.” Besides
growing up in the area, P7 felt that she was also able to relate
to the students because she had only recently started learning
how to code: “I really appreciate my position in the program
because I believe I am the least experienced staff member in
terms of programming. So I experience the same frustrations
and joys when a program crashes or when my graph turns
out how I thought it would.” Also, as the only member of the
team who was not on a Ph.D.-oriented research career path,
she felt that students could be more honest and open with her:
“I definitely think it was a good idea to have somebody on
the team who they weren’t intellectually intimidated by.”

V. M OTIVATIONS OF CBDS D EVELOPMENT T EAM

Because CBDS was developed by a team of volunteer
non-specialists, they needed to engage in a variety of enduser programming activities to make this program work with
relatively little time and money. The first set of activities
we describe here, while not “programming” per se, invoked
the spirit of end-user programming by repurposing existing
hardware and software to develop a data science curriculum.

Not only was CBDS’s goal to train new end-user programmers (i.e., data scientists), its course development team
also consisted of end-user programmers. Table II shows team
members’ backgrounds. Everyone on the team works in the
same life science research group at a large U.S. research
university. P1–P6 all had several years of end-user programming experience, in the form of using bioinformatics pipelines
and programming as part of statistical data analysis for their
research. P8 and P9 had limited programming experience
before working on CBDS, while P7 had no programming
experience before joining. None of the team members have a
degree in computer science or experience doing professional
software development. All are cisgendered (5 female, 4 male).
Why was this team motivated to create CBDS when their
primary job was as research scientists? Their workplace is
located in the same neighborhood served by HEBCAC, an
area that has been historically disenfranchised. Decades of
societal inequity has led to increased rates of poverty, which
everyone on the team sees around them. Thus, all team members reported their primary motivation as wanting to create
opportunities for adults in the surrounding neighborhood who
could not normally afford to pay the tuition for a traditional
education like that offered at their university.
P7 was closest to the target student community. She does
most of the administrative work for CBDS and serves as a
volunteer tutor for it. She grew up near the area served by

VI. E ND -U SER R EPURPOSING OF E XISTING T OOLS

A. Repurposing Low-Cost Chromebook Hardware
Keeping costs as low as possible was a major concern for
the team. P1 described how prohibitively expensive it would
be to build CBDS as an official university course or MOOC:
“In a traditional college setting if you had assembled several
faculty to build this program it would have cost millions of
dollars. We did not have that!” Cost minimization was not
just a concern in terms of development, but it was critical
to the team’s mission to make data science education available to underserved members of their local community. One
initial obstacle they faced was simply making the technology
required for doing data analytic work available to students.
The students that they wanted to reach typically did not even
own personal computers, or their computers were too old to
install modern data science tools on: “We wanted to reduce the
cost of the hardware you need to get started. For low income
folks these small costs are insurmountable.” (P3)
The team’s solution was to provide a Chromebook laptop
for free to every student in the program. Many Chromebooks

now cost less than $300, which is affordable compared to the
typical hardware that data scientists use and well within the
constraints of the seed funding provided to launch the program
with the first dozen students. In addition, Chromebooks are
sometimes available to check out for free from public libraries.
Each Chromebook runs Chrome OS, an operating system
geared for web applications. Instead of relying on a computer
with powerful hardware, students used RStudio Cloud [50],
a free data science run-time environment for the R language
that is hosted on a web server and accessed via a browserbased IDE. This web-centric setup also helped students start
coding in their browser without the frustrations of software
installation, which prior work found to be a major barrier to
getting started [29]: “The goal was to minimize tool setup for
students. Everything had to be done in the browser.” (P2)
In short, the CBDS team repurposed Chromebooks, which
have traditionally been used for casual web browsing, as enduser programming tools for aspiring data scientists.
B. Repurposing Tools for Open and Reproducible Science
As academic researchers who practice open and reproducible science [51], [52], the CBDS team were adept users
of computational notebooks – especially R Markdown [17] –
to do end-user programming for their research. R Markdown
allows users to write prose in the lightweight Markdown
format, while interleaving graphs, diagrams, and runnable code
in several programming languages such as R and Python.
Users can write R Markdown in a text editor or in RStudio
Cloud, which renders it as a notebook-like interface similar
to Jupyter [53]. Since these are text documents, changes can
easily be tracked in version control systems like Git. To create
lessons for CBDS, the team repurposed this computational
notebook – one of the central tools in their daily scientific
workflow – to become the substrate for the educational content
they built.
A related example of repurposing was the fact that years
of the team’s data analysis code and documentation were
already in R Markdown, so they could be curated, simplified,
and re-used for teaching. For instance, P9 took software
documentation she had already written for internal lab use
and adapted it into course content: “The fact that all of the
content is plain text makes making those changes super easy.”
Another example of repurposing was led by P1 and P3, who
had both developed MOOCs before. MOOC providers like
Coursera offer an in-browser rich-text editor where instructors are supposed to write lessons and assignments for their
course. Compared to the team’s usual open science workflows,
which take advantage of the command line, Git, and other
programmatic tools, the team felt hindered by the compulsory
use of manually-driven web-based GUIs. P1 explained: “The
way the Coursera platform is set up, which isn’t as simple
as ‘push to GitHub,’ it makes [content updates] difficult.”
Thus, to better integrate the end-user programming workflows
they already used for scientific research into their desired
teaching workflow, the team partnered with online publisher
Leanpub [54] to develop a new course platform. Leanpub is

currently a platform for taking Markdown-formatted documents and compiling them into eBooks. P1 and P3 already
had experience publishing eBooks there, and they shared
Leanpub’s ethos of working with Markdown files. The team
also valued Leanpub’s pricing philosophy and applied it to
CBDS: content on Leanpub follows a pay-what-you-want
pricing model, which enables people to get it for free if
desired.
The team worked directly with Leanpub, which built them
a custom web application where they can upload R Markdown files and have them render as course webpages and
assessments. This web app recognized custom Markdown
syntax for elements such as multiple-choice questions and
programming assignments with test cases. P3 appreciated how
it was compatible with their existing text-based workflow:
“Leanpub catered very much to the idea of ‘text to course.’
Assessments as plain text was a very important feature.”
Using this custom platform, seven of nine team members
(P1, P2, P4, P5, P6, P8, P9) developed technical course
content solely in R Markdown files, tracked changes using
Git, and collaborated on developing course modules (Table I)
using GitHub across 25 different repositories. Course material
development began in February 2018, and the first in-person
cohort for CBDS started at the end of May 2018. The team
credited the ability to repurpose their research workflows as
critical for launching this initial version in just three months.
Significant updating of materials continued as the first cohort
made their way through the program, as changes were made
based on student feedback.
Lastly, the CBDS team also had to grapple with teaching
modern data science software libraries that were continuously
updating and changing their APIs. When they previously used
MOOC platforms like Coursera, whenever a library or API
changed, they would need to spend hours navigating menus
and GUIs to modify relevant course content that mentioned
that library. This manual workflow was antithetical to the
team’s practice of reproducible research [52], [55], where all of
the figures, tables, and reported statistics in a data analysis can
be automatically re-compiled with one command whenever the
underlying dataset is updated. Working with Markdown course
materials allowed the team to use command-line tools to find
and appropriately replace outdated content, similar to how they
would update an outdated statistic or graph in light of updated
input data while they were doing research.
Plain-text data formats, coupled with command-line tools
and Leanpub’s platform, enabled the CBDS team to take
an end-user programming approach to course development
instead of relying on manually-driven GUI-based content
management portals typically used for online courses.
VII. E ND -U SER P ROGRAMMING TO B UILD N EW T OOLS
Seven team members (P1–P6, P8) had previously developed
bespoke R-language packages for performing domain-specific
analysis tasks or for sharing algorithms and data from their
published research studies. Besides repurposing the tools of
computational science to programmatically generate online

course materials, these team members also engaged in enduser programming to build custom tools for themselves. Here
we detail two such tools: Didactr for validating course content
and Ari for expediting video production.
A. Didactr: Custom Software to Validate Course Content
The team developed various R packages to help them create,
check, and deploy the data science lessons that went into
CBDS. One of those packages, called Didactr, allowed team
members to automatically validate lessons to make sure their
Markdown was structured correctly before being uploaded to
Leanpub. Lessons comprised two types of files: lecture videos
that explained course concepts (see next section on Ari), and
R Markdown files containing lesson readings, example code,
and assessments to practice after each lesson.
Didactr parses these files using heuristics to make sure
they are formatted to display properly on Leanpub’s online
course platform. Compiling the lessons and checking for errors
locally with Didactr was faster and provided more useful
error messages compared to uploading an error-laden lesson
to Leanpub and manually checking on the web: “Compiling
courses on Leanpub takes time. Didactr allowed me to preempt
errors that I would get on Leanpub so I could fix them locally
and shorten the correctness-evaluation loop.” (P2) Ultimately
Didactr served as a “command center” package which allowed
the CBDS team to test and track the dozens of rapidly-evolving
content files that constituted the course.
In the spirit of end-user programming for one’s own needs,
Didactr’s features were built piecemeal in response to recurring bottlenecks the team faced while making course content.
For instance, P3 worked closely with several other team
members to better understand tasks they were initially doing
manually: “I asked the content creators, ‘Show me what you
do’ and tried to then find APIs that would allow us to automate
as much as possible.” And P2 recalled how closely she worked
with teammates to extend Didactr on-the-fly: “When I would
tell [P3] there was a feature I wanted, he would sit with me
and build it right in front of me.”

Fig. 1. The software workflow that the CBDS team developed to produce,
validate, and release course content from R Markdown (*.Rmd) source files.

package called Ari that allowed them to automatically generate
narrated lecture videos from the R Markdown documents they
were already writing as part of their course materials. To use
Ari, a creator first passes in a set of lecture slides and an
accompanying text narration script. Ari uses Amazon’s textto-speech web API [56] to synthesize a machine voice to speak
out the script and FFmpeg [57] to stitch together the lecture
slides and spoken audio into a final compiled video file with
the proper timings. Lecture slides can be generated from R
Markdown files, but often team members opted to use more
traditional GUI-based presentation tools like Google Slides.
Ari helped the CBDS team take an end-user programming
approach to video production, turning it into a process of
editing text and compiling it into videos with R scripts instead
of manually recording and editing using heavyweight video
production GUI software. To make bug fixes or updates to
their videos, they can simply edit text files and recompile.
This format also allows them to easily track video edits in
Git version control. P3 discussed how Ari’s workflow aligned
with the team’s research philosophy: “The videos are fully
reproducible [from text-based sources], just like our scientific
work.” P3 elaborated that having this more modular format
meant they could iterate more quickly: “This allows us to
only modify content without changing presentation, delivery,
et cetera. So we can take a much more experimental approach
to making lecture videos.”
VIII. T OWARD E ND -U SER S OFTWARE E NGINEERING

B. Ari: Custom Software for Text-Based Video Production
Other than writing lessons and assignments, the most timeconsuming part for the CBDS team was recording and editing
lecture videos. Videos in CBDS often feature an instructor
giving a real-time demo of writing and running code or
showing how to think through a data analysis task. If the API
for a function in the featured analysis changes, then significant
portions of the video must be re-recorded and re-edited. This
problem is particularly pronounced in fields like data science,
where industry-standard libraries are rapidly evolving. P1 and
P3 remembered how costly it was to re-record videos for their
past MOOCs whenever the code they were teaching had their
APIs updated: “With content that changes so often it’s not
feasible to reshoot videos, re-edit, et cetera, every time an
API changes” (P3).
To make it easier to create and update these code- and slidebased lecture videos, the CBDS team developed a custom R

Figure 1 shows the team’s current course production
pipeline where textual R Markdown files (*.Rmd extension)
get compiled into videos (*.mp4), lesson webpages, and
assessments, validated with Didactr, and then released online
to Leanpub’s web platform.
The CBDS team’s goal was to create a free data science
course for members of their local community, not to create
a production-scale course development platform. However, to
create such a course as a volunteer effort on a short time frame
(3 months from inception to launch), they had to repurpose
end-user programming skills from their research careers to
create tools to make themselves more productive. But now
that the course is in progress, the team found themselves
transitioning from end-user programming into end-user software engineering [16], [18] with issues of tool maintenance,
robustness, and updates from new contributors on their minds,
especially as some of the original team members depart.

For instance, P1 was concerned about the ease with which
future CBDS team members could interact with both the
tools and course content: “I know the original builders of
the program will graduate soon, so lots of knowledge about
maintaining the program will leave. This fact informed all of
the technology decisions.” As our study was being conducted
P2 finished her postdoc and moved to a new institution, and P1
explained the extent to which her departure was already testing
the robustness of their tools: “We have already done lots of
maintenance and restructuring and our system is working.
Team members who have then left are still regularly fixing
bugs, which shows how easy the material is to maintain.”
A related concern was the extent to which tools could enable
future maintenance and expansion of course content. P1 said
the motivation behind building tools in the first place was the
question: “How can we make [course] maintenance costs as
asymptotically close to zero as possible?” But now the tools
themselves need to be maintained and updated as well.
IX. D ISCUSSION
We conclude by reflecting on our findings in light of
implications for future end-user programming and computing
diversity research, end-user programming for education and
social good, and the paradox of scale and access to education.
A. Implications for Future Research
This case study presents only a single snapshot, but we
believe it can open the doors to future research on the interplay
between end-user programming and diversity in computing.
For instance, there is at least an order of magnitude more enduser programmers than professional software developers [58],
[59], and they likely come from more diverse demographics
than those who specialized in computing fields. Thus, one
of the most practical and scalable ways to further broaden
diversity in computing is to channel the energy of enduser programmers. How can institutions that employ such
programmers foster these kinds of initiatives without making
them too bureaucratic and thus undermining their bottom-up
grassroots spirit? Can lessons from these volunteer-run efforts
inspire new practices for designing collaboratively-constructed
educational experiences?
Switching gears, how can systems researchers develop tools
to better support the extensibility of end-user programming
environments to stretch far beyond their original intended
uses? In our case study, the CBDS team repurposed the R
language ecosystem, which was originally designed for statistical research, to build an online course development platform.
While experts in educational technology could probably come
up with a “better” toolchain, the fact is that this is the toolchain
these research scientists already know well, so tools should
meet them where they are. But must every ecosystem reinvent
the same wheels in an ad-hoc non-reusable manner? Or are
there more general principles for constructing modern software
platforms that we can abstract out into language-agnostic tools
that developers can plug into whether they are working in R
or Python or JavaScript or even spreadsheet environments?

B. DevOps Patterns in End-User Programming for Education
Reflecting on our nine interviews in this case study, one
recurring theme was how much technical infrastructure was
involved behind the scenes to keep CBDS running. It reminded
us of how the past decade saw the emergence of DevOps [60]–
[62], a practice that combines software development with the
operations required to deliver and maintain that software. In
industry, DevOps engineers write custom code to monitor the
lifecycle of software products (especially web applications)
throughout development, deployment, testing, and release.
In a similar vein, the CBDS team are not only producing
educational content like faculty normally do, but they are
also writing custom software to manage the lifecycle of that
content. In essence, they are mirroring the patterns in DevOps
while performing end-user programming for education.
Like DevOps engineers, the CBDS team has significant
influence on the design of their program (developing content),
the programming tasks involved in delivering their “product”
(building software to support that content), and monitoring
its status (interacting with students to see where they get
confused). Every CBDS team member can both make observations about what parts of their system (Figure 1) need to be
improved and are empowered to make those improvements.
Also like DevOps engineers, the CBDS team repurposed
or built custom software tools for each stage of the course
lifecycle. They used the same tools that they would normally
use to do their research to create course modules, deployed
those modules on GitHub so other team members could collaboratively build upon them, developed their own monitoring
software to test whether modules were formatted correctly, and
released online and iterated based on student feedback. If not
for their knowledge of appropriate tools to cobble together,
they would likely not have been able to deliver CBDS on top
of their normal duties as researchers. That said, some team
members like P3 had concerns with the technical challenges
of continued maintenance and scaling, given their multifaceted
job roles: “How can we be expected to be scientists, security
experts, system administrators, and good instructors?”
More broadly, we believe that treating educational artifacts
like software artifacts by borrowing patterns from fields like
DevOps could become a promising strategy as the demand for
computing education grows in the coming years.
C. End-User Programming for Social Good
Another unique aspect of the CBDS project was how enduser programming was applied for broader social good. This
project originated from the team’s desire to create data science
education opportunities for an underserved adult population
that would not otherwise encounter an on-ramp into computing
careers. Although the CBDS team was composed mostly of
academic data scientists, it was not their data- or researchrelated skills that allowed them to build CBDS; rather it was
their ability to design a code-based workflow that enabled
rapid collaborative iteration on their course materials via enduser programming, software engineering, and DevOps.

The speed and relatively low cost with which CBDS was
launched opens up the question: Who is in the best position
to create such opportunities for underrepresented minorities to
enter computing fields? Many existing diversity efforts have
their origins at the top levels of organizations, whether it
is CEOs diversifying hiring practices or nonprofits offering
scholarships. This top-down approach, though impactful, is
often not closely connected to the communities which these
opportunities are designed for. Conversely, there are thousands
of bottom-up local organizations working to help historically
disenfranchised communities on the ground, but they are often
not aware of paths into viable computing careers, especially
in newer professions like data science. CBDS took more of
a bottom-up approach: The team was not highly-positioned
within the organizational structure of their university, and
they relied on a partnership with the HEBCAC community
organization to recruit interested students from the local area.
This case study points to the compatibility between a
grassroots vision for positive social change and the spirit of
end-user programming. CBDS was developed such that all
team members could contribute to not just course materials
but also to the custom software tools they developed for their
own workflow. The flat structure and transparency within the
team meant that they could address their students’ concerns
more quickly. Although the success of the program has yet to
be determined, it may be good for top-down decision makers
to rethink who should be empowered to help foster greater
diversity in computing fields. Simply using free software or
putting free course materials online is not enough to create
lasting change in terms of who has access to computing
education. It appears there was no single tool or innovation by
the CBDS team that allowed this program to come to fruition.
However, this program could not have been built without enduser programming, which equipped each team member with
the level of technical agility required to respond to the needs
of their student population.
We believe that the CBDS team’s ability to write bespoke
software to manage their course production pipeline, combined
with their proximity to the target student population in their
neighborhood, made them well-positioned to deliver such
an educational program. In contrast, a traditional university
instructor would likely not be able to produce and support
a complex technical course outside their normal teaching
duties and would also not have funding to hire professional
engineering staff to help them. On the other end, a MOOC
provider such as Coursera or Udacity would likely not create
such a “small” program due to lack of perceived market size
and revenue potential; to our knowledge, no major MOOC
provider has yet partnered with local community organizations
to produce courses for underserved adult populations.
D. Rethinking Scale and Access to Educational Opportunities
One critique of CBDS might be, “How will this ever
scale?” At present, it does not scale, since the CBDS team
must staff the online Slack chat channels and in-person office
hours themselves on top of their day jobs as researchers. The

team has ideas for how to gradually scale, such as using alumni
as volunteer tutors for subsequent cohorts and fundraising to
buy more Chromebooks. However, we believe the fact that the
team did not initially think about scale was what led to this
program being developed in the first place. If they had thought
about scale from the beginning, they would have likely created
an ordinary MOOC like what P1 and P3 have done before.
People who take MOOCs tend to already have higher
incomes and higher levels of prior education; this is especially
the case for courses that teach technical subjects such as
computer science or data science [46]–[48]. It appears that if
a course is designed upfront for reaching the largest possible
audience in terms of enrollment, then it does not usually reach
populations that have been historically excluded from educational opportunities. Thus, paradoxically, designing courses for
scale might mean less access for those who are unlikely to find
those resources on their own.
In contrast, CBDS presents an alternative to online courses
or university outreach programs. It takes an approach where
free course materials are designed to scale online but are also
formatted in a way so that course creators can iterate on
them quickly. But it was the team’s willingness to do what
does not scale – adapting to their students by partnering with
the HEBCAC community organization – that enabled them to
tailor the program continuously as new needs arose throughout
deployment. Working with HEBCAC and the students face-toface does not scale, but we believe this approach provides a
path for greater access to computing opportunities.
Lastly, CBDS points the way toward future hybrids of
online and in-person education. One idea here for scaling is
that paid versions of CBDS could partially fund in-person
versions that target historically underrepresented groups. With
this financial model, those who have had more access to
educational opportunities can pay to enroll and thus indirectly
fund those who have not had access to the same opportunities. Beyond financial sustainability, online courses can take
advantage of their ability to scale by transforming their online
communities into in-person communities of support: Online
alumni could be recruited to help with in-person tutoring
in underserved communities and also provide guidance and
networking opportunities related to computing careers.
X. C ONCLUSION
We presented a case study of how a team of academic scientists repurposed end-user programming skills and tools from
their research to create an adult education program to cultivate
diversity in computing. The team provided an easily-accessible
learning environment with free Chromebook laptops, a webbased coding platform, and weekly in-person office hours and
online help. They customized R Markdown computational
notebooks to develop and publish course content. And they
built custom tools such as those to validate lessons and to
compile textual scripts into lecture videos. This study shows
how the bottom-up grassroots spirit of end-user programming
can advance social good. Hopefully both small teams and large
organizations can repurpose these lessons for positive ends.
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